Morgantown Municipal Airport
Prices and Discounts
PILOT SUPPLIES AND SERVICES
Oil (per quart)

2380 Turbo 				$19.29
15W50 Aeroshell 			
$9.81
20W50 Phillips X Country 		
$8.32
W100 					$7.95
W100 Plus 				$7.95
Mineral 100W 			
$6.36
80W 					$8.48
Mineral 80W 				$6.36

Deicing Fluid

Type I 					$19.08
Type II 				$18.02

Towing and Tug Fees

Singles 				$10
Twins					$25
Small Jets				$75

Baggage 				$75
Callouts				$90
LAV Cart

			$80

GPU Labor and Service
(per 30 minutes)			$60

Landing, Parking and Monthly Tie Down Fee

Landing		

Parking

Tie Down

Singles (100LL)						None			$20		$80
Sm. Twins (100LL)						None			$20		$80
Rotary Wing (100LL) 						None			$35		$180
Single Prop Rotary Wing (Jet-A)				None			$45		$200
Twin Prop Rotary Wing (Jet-A)				None			$60		$300
Single Engine Turbo Prop 					$60			$60		$300
Sm. Multi Engine Turbo Prop (10-10k lbs.)			

$60			

$60		

$300

Med. Multi Engine Turbo Prop (10k-35k lbs.)		

$90			

$90		

$400

Lg. Multi Engine Turbo Prop (35k+ lbs.)			

$120			

$120		

$500

Small Jet (1-10K lbs.)						$60			$60		$300
Medium Jet (10K-30K lbs.)					$90			$90		$400
Large Jet (30K-70K lbs.)					$120			$120		$500
X Large Jet (70K+ lbs.)					$150			$150		$600
Note: Landing fees are charged for ALL AIRCRAFTS on WVU Football Game Weekends.

Game Weekend Charge

Single (100LL)						$20
Sm. Twin (100LL)					$35

Morgantown Municipal Airport
Prices and Discounts
Landing Fee Waivers

Landing fees can be waived by purchasing at least as many gallons of fuel as the dollar amount for the fee, (e.g.
$60.00 fee waived by purchasing 60 gallons of fuel). For aircraft making multiple trips into MGW on the same
day, the landing fee can only be waived by purchasing fuel after each landing. You cannot land twice and then
purchase double the amount of fuel to waive two fees.

Parking Fee Waivers

Parking fees cannot be waived for aircraft that use Jet A fuel, as they already have a landing fee that will be waived
through the purchase of the designated amount of fuel. Parking fees can be waived for aircraft that use 100LL, as
they do not have landing fees that can be waived. Fees can be waived by purchasing at least as many gallons of
fuel as the dollar amount for the fee, (e.g. $20.00 fee waived by purchasing 20 gallons of fuel). For aircraft remaining overnight for more than one night at MGW, only one parking fee can be waived by purchasing the designated
amount of fuel.

Fuel Volume Discounts
100LL Single Engine Planes and Helicopters 25.0 or more gallons
100LL Multi-Engine Planes 50.0 or more gallons 				
100LL any aircraft type 100.0 or more gallons 				
Jet A Helicopters 60 or more gallons 						
Jet A Single Engine Jets and Turbo-Props 90 or more gallons 		
Jet A Multi-Engine Jets and Turbo-Props 120 or more gallons 		
Jet A any aircraft type 250 or more gallons 					
Jet A any aircraft type 500 or more gallons 					
Jet A any aircraft type 1,000 or more gallons 					

Please Note:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

$0.10 per gallon
$0.10 per gallon
$0.20 per gallon
$0.10 per gallon
$0.10 per gallon
$0.10 per gallon
$0.20 per gallon
$0.30 per gallon
$0.40 per gallon

Airport tenants and monthly tie-down tenants will not be charged landing or parking fees.
Aircraft owned and operated by the Federal or WV State government will not be charged
landing or parking fees.
Medical aircraft will not be charged landing fees.
Airport tenants automatically receive a discount = $0.10 per gallon.
Airport tenants will receive both the tenant and volume discounts when applicable.
Non-tenants cannot receive a landing/parking fee waiver and a volume discount.
Non-profit organizations, such as Angel Flight and Wounded Warriors, will not be charged
landing fees.
Arrangements can be made with the Airport Director to sell fuel at $0.10 cents above cost for special events,
such as Young Eagles.

